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Abstract

In this paper we consider an approach to solve the problem of find-
ing two edge-disjoint Hamiltonian cycles. This approach is based on
constructing logical models for the problem.
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Many different topologies have been proposed for interconnection networks
(see e.g. [1]). In particular, there are a number of important applications of
the two edge-disjoint Hamiltonian cycles problem (2HC) in interconnection
networks and parallel computing (see e.g. [2]). Note that if the network
can be decomposed into edge-disjoint Hamiltonian cycles, then the message
traffic will be evenly distributed across all communication links. Also, edge-
disjoint Hamiltonian cycles form the basis of an efficient all-to-all broadcasting
algorithm (see e.g. [3]). Note that problems of object recognition are among
the most rapidly developing areas of modern computer science (see e.g. [4] –
[6]). There are some applications of 2HC in this area (see e.g. [7]). Also,
2HC can be used for creation of self-testable and path-aware systems (see e.g.
[8, 9]). Therefore, as a potential application of 2HC, we can mention creation
of robot self-aware systems (see e.g. [10] – [12]). In this paper, we consider
simple undirected graphs. Two Hamiltonian cycles in a graph are said to be
edge-disjoint if they do not share any common edge.
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The two edge-disjoint Hamiltonian cycles problem (2HC):

Instance: A graph G = (V,E) where V is the set of nodes and E is the
set of edges.

Question: Are there two edge-disjoint Hamiltonian cycles in G?
2HC is NP-complete [13]. However, there are a number of approximation

efficient algorithms for the problem (see e.g. [14]). Encoding problems as
Boolean satisfiability (see e.g. [15] – [20]) and solving them with very efficient
satisfiability algorithms (see e.g. [21] – [23]) has recently caused considerable
interest. In this paper we consider an approach to solve 2HC. This approach
is based on constructing logical models for the problem.

Let V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}. Let

ϕ[1] = ∧1≤i≤n ∨1≤j≤n x[i, j],

ϕ[2] = ∧1≤i≤n ∧1≤j[1]<j[2]≤n (¬x[i, j[1]] ∨ ¬x[i, j[2]]),

ϕ[3] = ∧1≤j≤n ∧1≤i[1]<i[2]≤n (¬x[i[1], j] ∨ ¬x[i[2], j]),

ψ[1] = ∧1≤i≤n ∨1≤j≤n y[i, j],

ψ[2] = ∧1≤i≤n ∧1≤j[1]<j[2]≤n (¬y[i, j[1]] ∨ ¬y[i, j[2]]),

ψ[3] = ∧1≤j≤n ∧1≤i[1]<i[2]≤n (¬y[i[1], j] ∨ ¬y[i[2], j]),

δ[1] = ∧1≤i<n ∧1≤j[1]≤n,1≤j[2]≤n,(vj[1],vj[2])/∈E (¬x[i, j[1]] ∨ ¬x[i+ 1, j[2]]),

δ[2] = ∧1≤j[1]≤n,1≤j[2]≤n,(vj[1],vj[2])/∈E(¬x[n, j[1]] ∨ ¬x[1, j[2]]),

δ[3] = ∧1≤i<n ∧1≤j[1]≤n,1≤j[2]≤n,(vj[1],vj[2])/∈E (¬y[i, j[1]] ∨ ¬y[i+ 1, j[2]]),

δ[4] = ∧1≤j[1]≤n,1≤j[2]≤n,(vj[1],vj[2])/∈E(¬y[n, j[1]] ∨ ¬y[1, j[2]]),

ρ[1] = ∧1≤i<n ∧1≤j≤n ∧1≤k≤n(¬x[i, j] ∨ ¬y[i, j] ∨ ¬x[i+ 1, k] ∨ ¬y[i+ 1, k]),

ρ[2] = ∧1≤j≤n ∧1≤k≤n (¬x[n, j] ∨ ¬y[n, j] ∨ ¬x[1, k] ∨ ¬y[1, k]),
ξ = (∧3

i=1ϕ[i]) ∧ (∧3
j=1ψ[j]) ∧ (∧4

p=1δ[p]) ∧ (∧2
k=1ρ[k]).

It is clear that ξ is a CNF. It is easy to check that ξ gives us an explicit
reduction from 2HC to SAT.

By direct verification we can check that

α ⇔ (α ∨ β1 ∨ β2) ∧
(α ∨ ¬β1 ∨ β2) ∧
(α ∨ β1 ∨ ¬β2) ∧
(α ∨ ¬β1 ∨ ¬β2), (1)

∨l
j=1αj ⇔ (α1 ∨ α2 ∨ β1) ∧

(∧l−4
i=1(¬βi ∨ αi+2 ∨ βi+1)) ∧

(¬βl−3 ∨ αl−1 ∨ αl), (2)

α1 ∨ α2 ⇔ (α1 ∨ α2 ∨ β) ∧ (α1 ∨ α2 ∨ ¬β), (3)

∨4
j=1αj ⇔ (α1 ∨ α2 ∨ β1) ∧ (¬β1 ∨ α3 ∨ α4) (4)
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where l > 4. Using relations (1) – (4) we can easily obtain an explicit trans-
formation ξ into ζ such that ξ ⇔ ζ and ζ is a 3-CNF. It is clear that ζ gives
us an explicit reduction from 2HC to 3SAT.

In papers [21] – [23] the authors considered some algorithms to solve logical
models. Our computational experiments have shown that these algorithms can
be used to solve the logical model for 2HC.
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